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Our Fiberglass models are functional and look great!
Only Hy-Viz markers combine high-quality construction
such as Stainless Steel springs and ring mounts, with
flexibility of options including custom mounting styles and
your choice of reflective color combinations!
Match the marker’s colors to flow rates to your hydrants,
your town, school or organization colors - be creative!
A Patriotic Theme? A Traditional Color? Flags? No problem!
100% Custom Made 100% of the time -In the U.S.A.!
“Artwork for your hydrant and town!”
Hy-Viz markers get your hydrants noticed, in rain, fog,
snow, behind parking violators, debris, in fields, or
pitch-black roads Our markers do the job year round!

Just a few of the features of our fiberglass markers:
3/8” thick super strong pultrusion fiberglass shafts with FULL UV protection!
Standard Markers are 4 long, but easily ordered in ANY length or color!
B-I-G Engineer Grade Reflective Bands in ENDLESS color combinations!
US MADE Stainless Steel Springs –in our exclusive design- Never rusts or corrodes!
Exclusive “Dual Duty” Double and “Tri-Power” TRIPLE stainless springs available!
Stainless “Laser Locks” & 6061 Aluminum fittings- 100% non-rusting!
“Sexy 33 ring mounts” .33 thick hand bent, from pure 304 stainless steel!
Available in standard, offset and STEAMER mounts!
3/16” thick-coated bolt mount, threaded or custom mounts available!
EZ-“Add-A-Flag” options help your hydrant stand out even more, or to number them!
Our more popular color choices- (Or you can choose your own combinations & mix and match!!)

Traditional
“Patriot”
“Creamsicle”
“Phoenix”
“Samson”
Purchasing direct from us, the manufacturer, allows you to design what
YOU want and need! Custom made here in the US means we can and
will fulfill any of your needs!
Compare our PRODUCTS, our PRICES, and our Designs and see why
we have “The BEST markers you can buy for Quality and Value!"

Thank you for your interest in our products. Please visit our website at
www.hyviz.com E-mail or call us! - Women owned Family run -- we care!

Swirls

“Sunset”

Add-A-Flag Option!

